
Gothic Anxieties and the Representation of Lesbianism 

 The Gothic has, since its beginning, been a largely female genre in its authors, readers, 

and protagonists. Naturally, the themes addressed in Gothic literature are commonly female 

themes, set in dramatic locations with exaggerated plotlines. As Norman Holland and Leona 

Sherman observe in their essay on “Gothic Possibilities,” “The image of woman-plus-habitation 

and the plot of mysterious sexual and supernatural threats in an atmosphere of dynastic mysteries 

within the habitation has changed little since the eighteenth century” (Holland 279). As the plots 

have not changed much, neither have the themes; among the central anxieties of the Gothic are 

controlling female sexuality, identification with the mother, and concern over penetration, all 

concerns highly specific to women. The Gothic’s emotional extremes often lend themselves to 

interpretations of romance, and the female-centered nature of the Gothic can supply two women 

as the potential subjects of the romance. Rarely is the queer interpretation explicitly stated in the 

story, but when it is present it is lying at the heart of the text. Sometimes, this lesbianism is 

presented as destructive or sinister, as in the novella Carmilla by Sheridan Le Fanu; other times, 

it is not the lesbianism present in her story that threatens the protagonist, but the expectations of 

heterosexuality that ultimately destroy her—Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting of Hill House and 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s short story “The Gray Woman” are examples of this. Whether lesbianism is 

presented as unthreatening or threatening, heterosexual norms must be strictly enforced at the 

end in every work discussed due to the conservative nature of the genre.  

 Among the work identifying the key anxieties in Gothic literature is Norman Holland and 

Leona Sherman’s essay, an exploration of how the two authors, together and individually, react 

to and interpret Gothic themes and concerns. One of the key anxieties Holland and Sherman 

discuss is the fear of/longing for sexual penetration. In discussing the threat/thrill of penetration, 
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Sherman, the female author, describes being penetrated as being “filled” and an act that leaves 

her with a “nonidentity” (283). Sherman says that for her “the nothingness and the vulnerability 

are crucial; they make the sexuality so threatening. Traditionally, for women, nonseparateness 

and dependency have been real issues” (283). In all the works discussed here, either literal 

physical penetration or (somewhat) figurative mental penetration is a looming threat over the 

heroine and is used differently in each work. Each way, though, lends itself to a lesbian 

interpretation of the text through a central anxiety over male penetration—either the lack of it or 

the threat of it.  

 In addition, Gothic stories have sexuality at the heart of their stories; the sexual fixation is 

particularly on female sexuality. The antagonist of many of these original Gothic stories is often 

a figure Holland and Sherman refer to as the “bad father,” a middle-aged man with sexual 

designs on the idealized, virginal young heroine (285). This bad father “usually represents sexual 

desire” and the peril he poses to the heroine is the realization of her own sexuality (285)—the 

heroine “pays in anxiety for whatever guilt-ridden sexual or parricidal wishes she 

expresses…toward this ‘bad father’” (285). After the threat of the “bad father” is dealt with, the 

heroine is given a happy heterosexual marriage to a suitable man. Sherman describes this plot 

structure as a way for women in a society where sexual deviancy could ruin their lives to 

experience “romantic love as a defense against the male sexual forces that menaced her at the 

same time that she could enjoy those forces” and “arrive at the right psychological solution for 

that society and at that time” (286). Thus, Holland and Sherman call the Gothic a “deeply 

conservative in the end” (286). In a genre where female sexuality is always looking to be 

contained or controlled, depictions of lesbianism are inevitable. The conservatism of the genre 

will always safely contain female sexuality at the end, reaffirming heterosexual norms, but the 
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pleasure in female deviancy in the middle is eventually going to take the form of two women 

who do not need a man to experience sexual and/or romantic feelings. This happens as early as 

the nineteenth century, with Carmilla and “The Grey Woman.” Whether the sexual threat at the 

center of the story is embodied in the lesbian counterpart to the heroine depends on whether male 

sexuality or female sexuality is portrayed as the main peril of the story.  

Holland and Sherman also look at identification with and separation from the mother as a 

key anxiety in the Gothic. Sherman calls the mother “the ultimate mystery, the maternal body 

with its related secrets of birth and sexuality” (286), and likens this to the classic Gothic castle, 

used as the site of mystery in the plots. Sherman says in the Gothic castle her “very early 

relationship with [her] mother, mother as environment,” merges with her “present sense of 

[mother] as a sexual, procreative being” (286-287), and this creates tension and confusion in the 

narrative between the innocence of youth and the sexual implications of maturity. Holland and 

Sherman together say, “the castle allows the two of us to re-create the trust and dependency of 

childhood. It offers a parental environment” (284); within this parental environment in the four 

works discussed here, the heroine is introduced to her erotic or romantic interest—another 

woman, a maternal figure or one more knowledgeable of the mysteries of sex and sexuality than 

the childlike protagonist. Coincidentally, or perhaps not, all the female protagonists discussed are 

motherless, with varying past relationships with their mother. The female protagonist’s 

fascination with this other woman they meet in the castle, then, fuses the longing for a mother 

with the longing for the sexual, leading to lesbian or queer tension in the text. 

“The Grey Woman” by Elizabeth Gaskell is a nineteenth century example of the lesbian 

Gothic, which has a superficially classic Gothic plot. The heroine, Anna, is taken from her 

childhood, Eden-like home with her father and brother in Germany to the dark, foreign French 
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chateau of her mysterious husband, Monsieur de la Tourelle. Upon realizing his murderous ways, 

she must flee the castle and spends most of the story pursued by him until his premature death. 

The particulars of the story create a queer narrative as a major part of the central plot. While 

isolated in her husband’s chateau, Anna begs him for a lady’s maid to be her companion (Gaskell 

8). A “tall and handsome” older woman named Amante arrives to be her maid, whom Anna 

almost immediately becomes intimate with (8-9).  

In Ardel Haefele-Thomas’s essay on queer family structures in Gaskell’s work, they 

comment on how “Amante’s protection of Anna on a daily basis signals what the reader could 

call a mother’s instinct about Anna’s well-being” (65); for one, Amante knows before Anna’s 

husband that Anna is pregnant (Gaskell 9), though there are other indications as well. Before 

Anna discovers her husband’s secret, Amante “dictated to [Anna] as a nurse does to a child” that 

she “‘must have the little kitten to keep her company’” (10) after noting Anna’s depression. 

Anna admits it could have been petulance, but says she was annoyed by this speech because it 

“might have [been] made to a child” (10). Anna responds by telling Amante her troubles and 

suspects that Amante, “the good creature,” already knew what was troubling her (10). This 

whole interaction resembles a conversation a mother and young daughter might have, the mother 

knowing or guessing her daughter’s troubles and the daughter petulant and annoyed that the 

mother doesn’t understand her when, of course, she does.  

After Anna’s discovery that her husband is a murderer, she goes into shock. It is Amante 

who takes charge of the situation, deciding she and Anna must leave in the night before de la 

Tourelle realizes Anna knows his secret and preparing disguises and provisions for them 

(Gaskell 15). Anna, childlike, puts up no fight and allows her “mother” to lead her away from the 

chateau, deciding their course (16). However, their mother-daughter relationship quickly morphs 
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while on the run. When Amante and Anna are hiding in the loft of a nearby mill kitchen, Amante 

finds men’s clothes and has the idea to disguise herself as a man (18) and disguise the two 

women as a peddler and his wife (19). They maintain this “ruse” until Amante’s murder at the 

very end of the story.  

Anna tells the reader, “I cannot tell you how much in these doubtings and wanderings I 

became attached to Amante. I have sometimes feared since, lest I cared for her only because she 

was so necessary to my own safety; but no! it was not so, or not so only, or principally” (19). 

Amante, too, is dedicated to Anna until the very end; her “delight and glory” in Anna’s child 

“almost exceeded” Anna’s own, as if she truly were the father of the child (25). Haefele-Thomas 

observes, “Gaskell subtly shifts the way Anna narrates their situation from one of ‘disguise’ to 

one of the reality of their lives” (68). Anna and Amantes’s feelings and the way Gaskell presents 

their relationship as a true marriage suggest a queer, romantic relationship between the two 

women. The mistress-maid relationship, too, has a literary history of being erotic. Kirsti Bohata’s 

essay on cross-class homoerotic desire in Victorian fiction details the real-world reasons behind 

the literary relationships, observing that disguising oneself as lower-class “had a pronounced 

sexual dimension” that was associated with “illicit sexual acts” (342). The class difference 

between mistress and maid leads to an “imbalance of power” and sometimes genders the roles, as 

Bohata observes that servants “tend to be gendered masculine” (344). These factors eroticize the 

relationship; the double nature of Amante’s role as mother/lover to Anna makes this eroticization 

characteristically Gothic. Even as their marriage grows more convincing and “real,” Amante 

maintains motherly feelings for Anna—when trying to boost Anna’s spirits, Amante says, “‘If 

madame will still be guided by me and, my child, I beg of you to still to trust me…’” and 

describes her plan to bring Anna to Frankfurt, saying, “‘We will still be husband and wife’” 
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(Gaskell 24, emphasis mine). In nearly the same breath, Amante mothers Anna, calling her “my 

child” and begging for her trust, and refers to them as husband and wife, not as pretending to be 

husband and wife. This Gothic confusion between the mother and the erotic is one of the central 

dynamics in “The Grey Woman.” 

Amante and Anna’s queer relationship forms from the need to avoid the penetration of a 

man, another classic Gothic trope. The threat pursuing Amante and Anna is death by stabbing—

while Anna is hiding from de la Tourelle the night she discovers his murderous ways, she 

overhears him tell his comrades, “‘Feel! this dagger is sharp…If my wife breathes a word…just 

let that good steel find its way in to my heart’” (Gaskell 14). While he is vowing to use it on 

himself, the comment associates him and the danger he poses with his literal and figurative 

dagger. Later in the story, Anna and Amante take a room at an inn where a German lady, with 

hair the exact color of Anna’s, and her French maid also take up lodgings for the night (22). M. 

de la Tourelle also arrives at the inn, and, hearing of a lady and her maid with the exact 

description of Anna and Amante as he last knew them, steals into the German lady’s room and 

stabs her with a “short, sharp knife” (23). At the end, Amante is “stabbed to death” by some of 

de la Tourelle’s men (26). The threat de la Tourelle represents for Anna and Amante is 

penetration, both sexual and murderous, circling back to traditional Gothic anxieties of 

heterosexual sex as annihilating. Anna’s love for Amante, who never penetrates her, and fear of 

her husband, who threatens her with penetration, casts heterosexuality as monstrous and sinister. 

de la Tourelle may not be the usual “bad father” of other classic Gothic stories, but the threat he 

poses to Anna’s well-being is similarly sexual. And he is, after all, the biological father of Anna 

and Amante’s child. 
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Gaskell was not alone in using the threat of penetration in a lesbian Gothic story. 

Sheridan Le Fanu’s 1872 novella Carmilla is a vampire story, and monstrous penetration is key 

in any vampire story. The peculiarity of Carmilla is that it is a female doing the penetrating 

rather than a male, which in this novella is what makes the threat of penetration sinister. This is 

in contrast to “The Grey Woman,” where the penetration was threatening because it was a man. 

Carmilla begins with the narrator, Laura, describing her peaceful, isolated life with her father in 

his castle in Styria. Their quiet life is infiltrated by the mysterious, beautiful Carmilla, who 

immediately strikes up a close friendship with Laura that eventually shows signs of being more 

than a friendship. Laura grows weak, insisting she’s fine and refusing to see a doctor, and soon 

the men of the story realize Carmilla is, in fact, a vampire. Carmilla is hastily destroyed and 

Laura’s father takes her to Italy to recover from her shock.  

Adrienne Major, in her essay on Carmilla as lesbian Gothic, comments, “The anxiety of 

the text is experienced solely by the men who are left out of the lesbian love equation” (151), and 

this anxiety is rooted in the fact that Carmilla not only leaves the men out of her sexual 

encounters with Laura, but seeks to replace the male phallus with her vampiric fangs. Carmilla’s 

mouth and fangs give Laura sexual pleasure: “…it was as if warm lips kissed me, and longer and 

more lovingly as they reached my throat…. My heart beat faster, my breathing rose and fell 

rapidly and full drawn; a sobbing, that rose into a sense of strangulation, supervened, and turned 

into a dreadful convulsion” (Le Fanu 39). Clearly, “Le Fanu strongly implies orgasm without 

penetration” (Major 160). This description of Carmilla’s vampiric activities is highly sexualized 

and indicative of Laura’s sexual climax, yet this is where the central horror of the story is 

located. Sherman observes, “For a woman in a sexist society, imagining being penetrated…can 

be a pleasure but also a threat” (283). Laura, certainly living in a sexist society, sees Carmilla’s 
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alternate form of penetration as pleasurable and threatening, indicated in her choice of the word 

“dreadful” above and in introducing this description, calling the experience “horrible” (Le Fanu 

42). Major observes that a “deeper textual fear” of the novella is that “the ‘pleasure’ of the 

orgasm [is] reached not by masculine penetration…but feminine ‘assassination’” (160). 

However, Carmilla still has penetrative fangs, and leaves a small wound on Laura’s breast (Le 

Fanu 51). Oddly enough, Carmilla has two fangs (72), yet she only leaves one wound on Laura’s 

body. This makes the link to, and replacement of, male penetration even more explicit—she’s 

only entering Laura’s body in one place at a time, just as a man can only penetrate a woman in 

one place at a time.  

The Gothic anxiety over penetration in Carmilla is linked to another Gothic anxiety, that 

of control over female sexuality. Laura has been under the careful guardianship of her father for 

her entire life, and Carmilla’s previous victim, Bertha Rheinfeldt, was under the guardianship of 

her uncle General Spielsdorf. Both young women were under the primary care of men and living 

in accordance with patriarchal rules until Carmilla arrives to corrupt them. Le Fanu attempts in 

the chapter titled “Conclusion” to rob Carmilla of the legitimacy of her love by explicitly 

explaining it as malevolent: 

The vampire is prone to be fascinated with an engrossing vehemence, resembling the 

passion of love, by particular persons. In pursuit of these it will exercise inexhaustible 

patience and stratagem, for access to a particular object may be obstructed in a hundred 

ways. It will never desist until it has satiated its passion, and drained the very life of its 

coveted victim. But it will, in these cases, husband and protract its murderous enjoyment 

with the refinement of epicure, and heighten it by the gradual approaches of an artful 
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courtship. In these cases it seems to yearn for something like sympathy and consent. (Le 

Fanu 81) 

Carmilla and Laura’s romance, which involves a beautiful first confession of love under the 

moonlight (34) and intimate caresses by Laura of Carmilla’s hair (21), is reduced to a sick 

obsession by the male author and character supplying this explanation. In Gothic fashion, the 

sexual deviancy in the middle must be corrected to conform to heterosexual norms. Carmilla is 

even robbed of her personhood, referred to as “it” throughout this entire passage and not offered 

any pity for “yearning” for sympathy. Though Carmilla herself is destroyed at the end of the 

novella, Major believes “Le Fanu ultimately fails, just as his masculine heroes fail in the text, to 

contain his narrative because of the power he has invested in the lesbian Other” (164). Major 

points to the very last paragraph of the novella, where Laura admits that “often from a reverie 

[she] has started, fancying [she] heard the light step of Carmilla at the drawing room door” (Le 

Fanu 83); Major says of this ambiguous ending, “Carmilla, beauty and fiend, lurks always a 

footstep away from the drawing room door, and although by this time she is staked through the 

heart, decapitated, and burned, she lies threateningly close” (164). Patriarchal, heterosexual 

values may have been restored by returning Laura to the domain of her father, but Carmilla’s 

lesbian, immoral influence lives on in Laura’s mind, the possibility of future female sexual 

corruption open. 

 Moving into the twentieth century Gothic, The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley 

Jackson addresses the horror behind the expectation of neatly contained female sexuality that Le 

Fanu seems so heavily to endorse, fail though he might to properly contain it. The double themes 

of sinister motherhood and control over female sexuality in The Haunting of Hill House are the 

subject of many scholarly works, including Colin Haines’ essay on how sexuality is performed in 
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the novel and Tricia Lootens’ essay on familial and sexual politics. The novel primarily follows 

Eleanor, a self-conscious woman who has recently lost her hated mother. She is invited to spend 

the summer as part of a group “ghost hunting” in a notoriously haunted house. There, she meets 

Theodora, a beautiful, carefree, likely lesbian woman who is in many ways Eleanor’s opposite 

and yet also “the ‘mirror’ against which Eleanor [is] able to articulate her own integrity and 

autonomy” (Haines 167). Hill House, however, warps Eleanor’s perceptions until she is unable 

to imagine a home other than Hill House and kills herself to avoid leaving. 

 For Haines, the central problem of the story is the necessity of “policing…the novel’s 

unwed, female, and potentially lesbian bodies” (131), a very Gothic concern. Any reading of the 

novel will center around the house, and for Haines, the house is “a representation in space…of 

those ideological values that the nineteenth century Hugh Crain [the original owner and 

designer] inscribed into its construction” (134), particularly the ideological values regarding the 

role of females in the family. Luke, one of Dr. Montague’s expedition to Hill House, finds a kind 

of scrapbook Hugh Crain made for his daughter (Jackson 123). Inside, the group sees a number 

of moral lessons for Sophia Crain, Hugh’s daughter, designed to teach her virtue and chastity 

(124-125). The illustrations in the book are so graphic that they illicit shock from the twentieth 

century occupants of the house—“‘Poor baby,’” says Eleanor of Sophia (124), “‘Good 

heavens…. For a child?’” exclaims the doctor about the drawing of Lust (125)—and the end of 

the book is signed under a spot of Hugh Crain’s blood, entreating his daughter to remain chaste 

and meek (125-126). As Haines points out, Hugh Crain’s family “consisted solely of a wife and 

two daughters” (Haines 135) and if Dr. Montague is to be believed that Hugh Crain “made his 

house to suit his mind” (Jackson 77), the house embodies Hugh Crain’s “strict, if not sadistic, 

morality” (Haines 136) as it pertains to female bodies.  
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Hill House’s designs on Eleanor and Theodora take the representation beyond the 

theoretical. At every turn, the house imposes heterosexual family structures on the two females 

who seem to feel for each other as the house thinks they should feel for men. From the very first 

night, Eleanor and Theodora are physically affectionate—Theodora “put her hand over 

Eleanor’s” (Jackson 62) and “touched Eleanor’s cheek with her finger” (64), and while Eleanor 

initially rejects this, it seems to be the self-doubt that her mother imposed on her that causes her 

to pull her hand away and turn her face. “Theodora’s hand on her own embarrassed her…I 

wonder if my fingernails are clean” (62-62) Eleanor thinks in response to the first instance and, 

“There are lines by my eyes,” (64) to the second. Her behavior here is characteristic of a shy girl, 

unused to flirtation and rejecting it out of insecurity, more so than someone romantically or 

sexually uninterested in the other person. Hill House sees this behavior that goes against all its 

morals, and Lootens says, “the sexual tension between Eleanor and Theodora becomes an 

inexorable and torturous battle over the nature of identity and morality” (182).  

On a walk through the surrounding woods, Theodora and Eleanor “move delicately on 

the outskirts of an open question,” the question of “‘Do you love me?’” (Jackson 128); moments 

later, they “perceived at the same moment the change in the path and each knew then the other’s 

knowledge of it; Theodora took Eleanor’s arm” (129). Here, their lesbian attraction to one 

another is nearly spoken aloud and at its most explicit with their mental and physical intimacy, 

so, immediately, Hill House seeks to correct their perverse longings. Their walk, now that their 

feelings are so near the surface, is altered by the house into a photo-negative nightmare: 

“[Eleanor’s] eyes hurt with tears against the screaming blackness of the path and the shuddering 

whiteness of the trees, and she thought, with a clear intelligent picture of the words in her mind, 

Now I am really afraid” (129). Hill House offers its two women a vision of the dark path their 
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lesbianism is leading them down, a horrible dark path, and shows them the way out by presenting 

them with the image of an idealized family picnic, complete with brighter-than-natural colors 

and a puppy (130) intending to drive them to heterosexual roles. Eleanor, the more ambiguous in 

her sexuality and the more likely to be “turned” heterosexual, only sees the picnic, but Theodora 

screams (130). What she sees is never revealed, but she tells Eleanor not to look back and they 

run all the way to the house. Theodora, the more secure in her lesbianism, perhaps didn’t see 

anything Eleanor didn’t see—the horror to Theodora could have simply been the heterosexual 

family structure she refused to conform to.  

Nor is female sexuality the only Gothic theme present in The Haunting of Hill House. 

Threaded throughout the narrative is Eleanor’s hatred for and internalization of her mother, an 

ambivalence that the house feels and manipulates. Like Hill House, Eleanor’s mother had very 

strict ideas about female sexuality and how it should be presented. Eleanor bought two pairs of 

slacks for her stay at Hill House, thinking to herself, “‘Mother would be furious,’” as she packed 

them at the bottom of her suitcase (Jackson 29). Her delight in defying her mother is undercut by 

her internalization of her mother’s ideals—she packs the slacks at the bottom, “so that she need 

not take them out, need never let anyone know she had them” (29). During Hill House’s first 

haunting, Eleanor awakes speaking to the house as if it were her mother— “‘Coming, mother, 

coming,’” Eleanor says aloud to house as it knocks on the doors (93)—and after this instance the 

house takes a maternal interest in Eleanor. “HELP ELEANOR COME HOME ELEANOR” the 

house writes in blood on the walls of Theodora’s bedroom (114), trying to pull Eleanor away 

from Theodora and toward her home/mother. As a Gothic anxiety, the house is concerned that 

Eleanor is, like Anna in “The Grey Woman,” looking to find a replacement for her mother in a 

female lover. This does not conform to Hill House’s strict ideals about female sexuality and 
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behavior, and it insists on taking the place of her mother. Toward the ending of the novel, there’s 

another knocking manifestation (147), a more extreme replication of the original haunting that 

Eleanor thought was her mother, and this time the knocking moves inside Eleanor’s head: “I will 

never be able to sleep again with all this noise coming from inside my head; how can these 

others hear the noise when it is coming from inside my head?” (149). The house, behaving as her 

mother did, has penetrated Eleanor’s mind. She thinks, “whatever it wants of me, it can have,” 

and says aloud, “‘I’ll come’” (150). Eleanor accepts the house as her mother, and the pounding 

stops. She has agreed to come home, as Hill House asked her before.  

In the end, Hill House would rather see Eleanor dead than lesbian; “[Eleanor’s] hopeless 

attempt to assert a new sexuality and sense of self without questioning the family structure and 

morality that have governed her life before Hill House” (Lootens 182) leads to her suicide.  

Maddened by her desire for Theodora and Hill House’s insistence that she assume a heterosexual 

role, she drives into a tree. Like Carmilla and Amante before her, Eleanor’s forbidden sexuality 

destroys her. Even when heterosexuality is the monster, as in The Haunting of Hill House and 

“The Grey Woman,” some semblance of a heterosexual domestic order must be restored—Anna 

legitimately marries another man after Amante’s death and Eleanor is safe from lesbian desire in 

death on the grounds of Hill House. This conservatism of the genre only underscores the need to 

control female sexuality that the Gothic is so concerned with, and in stories portraying 

lesbianism the need is even greater. Anxieties over penetration and the mother/lover may be 

factors in representing the queer relationships in Gothic works, but it is ultimately the constraints 

placed on sexual female bodies that lead to the destruction of at least one woman in the 

relationship. The Gothic, after all, delights in sexual deviation in its action, but its resolution 

must be normal and heterosexual.   
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